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Abstract This paper proposes a multi-start local search algorithm that solves the flexible job-shop scheduling

(FJSP) problem to minimize makespan. The proposed algorithm uses a path-relinking method to generate near

optimal solutions. A heuristic parameter, α, is used to assign machines to operations. Also, a tabu list is applied

to avoid getting stuck into local optimums. The proposed algorithm is tested on two sets of benchmark problems

(BRdata and Kacem) to make a comparison with the variable neighborhood search. The experimental results

show that the proposed algorithm can produce promising solutions in a shorter amount of time.
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1 Introduction

There are many scheduling problems which are very difficult to solve in a limited amount of execution
time. The job shop scheduling problem (JSP) is one of the most popular scheduling types existing
in practices. The JSP has been proven to be among the hardest combinatorial optimization problems
[24, 10]. In JSP, a set of n jobs must be processed on m machines, where the processing of each job i
consists of ni operations. In addition, job i is composed of an ordered list of operations Oi1, . . . , Oini

that should be executed based on the mentioned order. Oijk is j − th operation of job i that should be
determined by the machine k where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Pijk shows the processing time of j− th operation
of job i on machine k. Each machine is continuously available from the beginning of the scheduling
process (time zero). FJSP is an extension of JSP where some machines are identical. There are several
constraints on jobs and machines:

• Total FJSP (T-FJSP): each operation can be processed by any machines (all the machines are
equal).

• Partial FJSP (P-FJSP): some operations can be processed on more than one machine (some ma-
chines are equal).

Makespan is the time needed to complete all jobs, and can be considered as one of the performance
indicators for FJSP. The high level of the complexity of FJSP is the main reason for using heuristic
or meta-heuristic algorithms to optimize FJSP. The main goal of this research is to achieve a feasible
solution with optimized makespan in an appropriate time.
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Local search is a popular meta-heuristic method for solving computationally hard optimization prob-
lems. There are many local search algorithms such as tabu search, variable neighborhood search(VNS),
greedy randomized adaptive search procedures (GRASP), stochastic local search. A lot of studies have
been conducted using local search method for solving FJSP [18, 32, 1, 17].

This paper proposes a meta-heuristic approach to optimize the makespan in FJSP problem. This
approach tailored by path-relinking and tabu search methods. The proposed method is named path-
relinking tabu (αPaRT) search.

According to the computational results, the proposed algorithm can work more efficient than the VNS
algorithm. The proposed algorithm gives better results on all of the problem instances. The experimental
results also show that the time needed to find best solutions is shorter in the αPaRT algorithm.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. Then, section 3
presents the proposed algorithm, and section 4 describes the computational results obtained from applying
proposed algorithm on the test datasets. Finally, section 5 provides the conclusion and suggestions for
the future study.

2 Related works

Local search is the main part of heuristic algorithms. It is a practical tool and a common method to
generate near-optimal solutions in a reasonable time for combinatorial optimization problems. There
are many local search algorithms that have been used to optimize FJSP, such as tabu search, variable
neighborhood search (VNS), greedy randomized adaptive search procedures (GRASP) and stochastic
local search.

Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is one of the renowned meta-heuristic algorithms which has been
successfully applied to solve optimization problems [22, 9]. It can escape from local optimums by changing
neighborhood structures during the search process. There are lots of researches using VNS to solve FJSP
[1, 5, 32]. Also, Amiri et al. [1] have developed a VNS algorithm to solve FJSP minimizing makespan.
In this method, two neighborhood structures in terms of sequencing and three neighborhood structures
related to assignment are employed to generate neighbouring solutions. The proposed algorithm in this
study will be compared with Amiri’s work [1].

Tabu search (TS) algorithm, proposed by Glover [6], has been successfully applied to a large number
of combinatorial optimization problems [18, 19, 31]. It is usually applied in hybrid methods to solve
optimization problems [18, 19, 11, 23, 14].

Heuristic search procedures ,which need to find global optimal solutions in hard combinatorial opti-
mization problems, usually require some classes of diversification to escape from local optimality. A good
way to obtain diversification is to re-start (multi-start) the algorithm from a new solution [20, 21, 2].
Multi start method has two phases. The first phase generates a new solution and the second one seeks
to improve the outcome [21]. The proposed algorithm in this essay is a multi-start algorithm.

The GRASP method is another local search with iterative structure that was developed in the late
1980s and introduced by Feo and Resende [4]. It is one of the most well known multi-start methods.
GRASP was first used to solve computationally difficult set covering problems [4]. A GRASP is an
iterative process. These methods has been applied on FJSP [27, 26].

Moreover, path-relinking is a subsidiary method for improving local search algorithms [7]. GRASP
and scatter search are two popular local search algorithms that use path-relinking method [30, 28, 29, 15].
For example, Laguna and Marti in 1999 introduced path-relinking within GRASP as a way to improve
multi-start methods. Path relinking has been suggested as an approach to integrate intensification and
diversification strategies [8]. This approach generates new solutions by exploring trajectories that connect
high-quality solutions by starting from one of these solutions, called an initiating solution, and generating
a path in the neighborhood space that leads towards the other solutions, called guiding solutions. This
is accomplished by selecting moves that introduce attributes contained in the guiding solutions [16].
The paths are different because the move selection during the normal operation is generally greedy with
respect to the objective function evaluation. For example, it is customary to adopt a move selection
strategy that chooses the neighborhood move that minimizes (or maximizes) the objective function value
in the local sense. During path relinking, however, the main goal is to incorporate attributes of the
guiding solution (or solutions) while recording the objective function value at the same time [16]. The
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purpose of performing relinking moves is to find improved solutions that were not in the neighborhood
of solutions visited by the original path. Laguna and Marti used a GRASP and path-relinking method,
for 2-Layer Straight Line Crossing minimization [16]. They have developed a heuristic procedure based
on the GRASP methodology to provide high quality solutions to the problem of minimizing straight-line
crossings in a 2-layer graph.

Also, in paper [2], along with a random and greedy method for initializing solutions, a path-relinking
method have been proposed to solve FJSP and optimize overall makespan. However, the proposed
algorithm in this paper differs from [2] in some respect. The proposed algorithm in this paper uses a
path-relinking method to generate near optimal solutions. A heuristic parameter, α, is used to assign
machines to operations. Also, a tabu list is applied to avoid getting stuck into local optimums.

Moreover, paper [11] applied path-relinking (PR) Tabu search (TS) algorithms to solve the MOFJSP.
The work contributes to literature on the FJSP, TS, and multi-objective optimization. First, a multi-
objective and hierarchical TS with back-jump tracking (TSAB) and local search are applied to generate
a set of optimal solutions from initialized solutions; Then a PR in used to create more solutions from
the set derived from TS; and an effective dimension-oriented intensification search (IS) mechanism is
developed to improve the TS algorithm and add variety to solutions and also avoid solutions to get stuck
in small areas. The proposed algorithm in [11] is called PRMOTS+IS.

In our proposed algorithm (αPaRT), first, a heuristic ,called α, is used to create initialized solutions;
Then, a path-relinking is applied in a multi-start way to find a near optimal solution; To add diversity
we have used multi-start method; Finally, a very simple TS and neighborhood search is employed to
avoid getting stuck in near optimums. Although, PRMOTS+IS and our proposed algorithm (αPaRT)
have used path-relinking and tabu search commonly, there are some significant differences between them.
PaRT has introduced to create better initializing solutions. Besides, it has applied a multi-start method
to add variety instead of Dimension-oriented intensification search(IS) in PRMOTS+IS. Also, we have
employed a simple TS to avoid getting stuck in local optimums while in PRMOTS+IS, a multi objective
and hierarchical TS with back-jump tracking is used to generate a set of optimal solutions.

Next section presents the proposed method with regard to minimize makespan in FJSP.

3 Proposed method

In this paper, a synthetic heuristic algorithm have been used to optimize FJSP. This algorithm consists
of construction phase of GRASP, path-relinking, tabu search and some simple local search methods. The
proposed algorithm is titled αPaRT (path-relinking tabu search). Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the
proposed αPaRT algorithm.

αPaRT algorithm iteratively generate near-optimal solutions. Each iteration is started with two
solutions x and y. It should be mentioned that solution y is created in each iteration because of the
multi-start quality of the proposed algorithm. Then, a path-relinking method is used to obtain a near-
optimal solution. Path-relinking needs two input solutions. It starts from x, and makes a link to y. In
the link between x and y, the best solution, xpr, will be chosen. Then, a local search will be applied
on xpr to bring it out from local optimum(xmls). The movement of this local search will be added to
the TabuList. Next, a guided local search will be executed on xmls to find a better solution(xols). This
solution is an input for the next path-relinking. In each iteration, best solution will be chosen among
xpr, xmls and xols. Figure 2 demonstrates the general process of the proposed algorithm by pseudo-code.
The rest of this section describes the proposed method in details.

3.1 Initialization

Lines 1 and 5 of the proposed algorithm in Figure 2 construct the initialization. In each iteration
of the proposed method, a valid solution y is created by InitialSolution()(). This procedure has the
responsibility to create solutions using the construction phase of the GRASP method. Creating a solution
in InitialSolution()() has two parts. (1) Allocating machines to operations and (2) sequencing operations.
There are some practical criteria for each part of the creating solutions.
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Start

Make a random solution x
xopt ← x

Make a random solution y

Use path-relinking on x
and y to generate xpr

Use machine local search
MLS on xpr to generate xmls

Add MLS action to TabuList
Use operation local search

OLS on xmls to generate xols

x ← xols

xopt ← the best solution
in {xpr, xmls, xols, xopt}

Is this the last
iteration

Return xopt

End

yes

no

Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed ’αPaRT’ algorithm.

3.1.1 Allocating machines to operations

This step determines which machine should perform which operations. Recent studies have shown that
the following methods are considered to assign a machine to an operation:

• Assign machines to operations randomly.

• Machines with lower processing time have higher priority to be allocated [25].

• Machines with minimum workload have higher priority to perform operations [1].

In this study a new heuristic is presented to assign a machine to an operation. In so doing, parameter
α is defined to consider a synergetic effect of the two last methods.

αj = (pij + wj)
F

fj
(1)

In Equation 1, pij shows processing time of operation i on machine j (1 ≤ j ≤ m , 1 ≤ i ≤ l) .
wj shows the workload of machine j. Moreover, fj is the minimum workload of machine j. F is the
minimum workload of all machines.
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1: x← InitialSolution()()
2: xopt ← x
3: l← the number of operations
4: while stopping condition is not satisfied do
5: y ← InitialSolution()()
6: while stopping condition is not satisfied do
7: xpr ← PathRelinking(x, y) ▷ path-relinking
8: end while
9: [move, xmls]←MLS(xpr) ▷ local search

10: TabuList← TabuList ∪move ▷ tabu search
11: while i < 1

10
.l do

12: xols ← OLS(xmls) ▷ local search
13: xopt ← SolutionSelection(xpr, xmls, xols, xopt)
14: end while
15: x← xols

16: end while
17: return xopt

αPaRTAlgorithm

Figure 2: Proposed algorithm with pseudo-code.

The machine with the lowest α will be selected to perform an operation. Figure 3 shows how machines
are assigned to operations by introducing AssignMachineToOperations(). In each iteration, a machine
will be selected to be allocated to an operation. In Figure 3, m is the number of machines and l is the
total number of operations. Also, {Si} is a set of machines which have the ability to execute operation
i. In FJSP, there are some operations that can be operate just by a specific machine. So, fj is the time
needed that machine j have to perform its corresponding operations.

3.1.2 Sequencing operations

FJSP can be solved by providing the sequence of operations. This paper proposes an combinatorial
selection of operations. The selection can be done by the following policies:

• the random selection.

• the most remaining work selection(MRW) [3].

• the most number of remaining operations(MRO) [25].

• the shortest processing time(SPT) [3].

These policies may have different chances to be applied for operation selection. An experiment has
been conducted to show , which percentage can achieve better solutions. This experiment has used
different percentages to create new solutions for obtaining lower makespan. Table 1 illustrates the resulted
makespan by applying the proposed algorithm with different percentages of random selection on BRdata.
First column shows the name of each dataset and the other columns demonstrate the percentage of
random selection to create new solutions. For example, if the percentage of random selection is 40, the
other 60 percent will be equally divided among MRW, MRO and SPT. Therefore, in this study , the
following chances are used: 5% for random selection and the remain 95% is equally divided as 31.6% for
MRW, 31.6% for MRO and 31.6% for SPT.

As it can be seen from Table 1, good solutions are often generated when random operation selection
is equal to 5%. Therefore, in this study , the following chances are used: 5% for random selection, 31.6%
for MRW, 31.6% for MRO and 31.6% for SPT.
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1: wj ← 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
2: Determine {f1, f2, · · · , fm}
3: F ←

∑m
j=1 fj

4: f ′
j ← fj/F (1 ≤ j ≤ m)

5: for i← 1 to l do
6: Si ← list of machines capable of performing operation i
7: rand← random(1, 100)
8: if rand ≤ 5 then
9: M ← Select a machine from set {Si} randomly

10: else
11: for j ← 1 to |Si| do
12: αj ← (pij + wj)/f

′
j

13: end for
14: M ← {j|min

|Si|
j=1 αj}

15: end if
16: Assign machine M to operation i
17: wj = wj + pij
18: end for

AssignMachineToOperations

Figure 3: Assign machines to operations pseudo-code.

Table 1: Mean makespan on BRdata with different Random percentages of operation selection

Random percentage of operation selection
0 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.50 1

mk1 42 41.3 40.8 42 42.8 43.1 45.2 46.8
mk2 28 27.8 27.2 27.5 29 30.4 31.2 33.6
mk3 204 204 204 204 204 204 204.4 205.1
mk4 62 61.8 61 61.4 62.2 63 64.3 67.8
mk5 175 174.5 173 173.9 175 175.4 177.6 179.9
mk6 61 60.6 59.9 61.7 61.9 63.4 65.8 68.1
mk7 142 141.3 139.9 141.6 142.6 142.9 144.1 146.8
mk8 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523
mk9 310 307.5 307.6 308.8 310.6 312.1 314.8 317.4
mk10 210 210.4 206.4 207.6 210.5 212.8 214.8 218.9

3.2 Synthetic heuristics

Lines 6 to 16 of the proposed algorithm in Figure 2 construct the Synthetic heuristics. This section
describes the main part of the algorithm. It consists of a multi start path-relinking method and a tabu
search. Figure 4 demonstrates the synthetic heuristics including path-relinking, tabu-search and local
searches on machines and operations.

3.2.1 Path-relinking

Path-relinking is the most important part of the proposed algorithm. Figure 5 demonstrates the process
of PathRelinking(x, y). In each iteration, path-relinking procedure needs two input solutions(x and y).
Each of them consists of l operations (x1, · · · , xl) and (y1, · · · , yl). In i−th iteration of the path-relinking
algorithm, xi will be replaced by yi in solution x. After applying new operation in x, the rest of operations
in x will be updated to make a valid solution for FJSP (xnew). After finishing the algorithm, solution x
and y are the same. The best solution in the path(xpr) will be chosen to move to the next step.

PathRelinking(x, y) is used in the proposed algorithm. In each iteration there is a new solution y
resulted from InitialSolution()() and solution x resulted from the previous iteration of the proposed
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Start

Use path-
relinking to
generate xpr

Use MLS to
generate xmls

Add MLS
action to
TabuList

Use OLS to
generate xols

End

Figure 4: Steps in proposed αPaRT method to generate a new solution.

1: if evaluation(x) < evaluation(y) then
2: xpr = x
3: else
4: xpr = y
5: end if
6: for i = 1 to l do
7: replace xi by yi
8: xnew =sort the rest of operation in x
9: if evaluation(xnew) < evaluation(xpr) then

10: xpr = xnew

11: end if
12: end for
13: return xpr

Path−Relinking(x, y)

Figure 5: Pseudo-code of Path-relinking algorithm

algorithm to start PathRelinking(x, y) again.

3.2.2 Tabu search

A tabu search method is used to avoid getting stuck at local optimums. After applying path-relinking,
MLS local search is applied on xpr to generate xmls and bringing xpr out of local optimum. The
movement of MLS named move , is added to the TabuList. In the next iterations, this movement is
forbidden. In each iteration, a movement is added to the TabuList until, the number of iteration is
finished or the best solution is obtained.

3.2.3 Local searches on machines and operations

In this part two local searches is introduced. These local searches work as follows:

• Machine Local Search(MLS): This local search will change the machine that run operation i in the
given solution x. At first, a machine with the longest finish time is selected. The time consumed
by the selected machine determines the makespan. Afterwards, an operation is chosen from this
machine randomly. This operation, i, will be assigned to another machine with the minimum α
according to Equation 1. Solution x will change into xmls by applying this local search.

• Operation Local Search(OLS): This local search will change the sequence of operations on the given
solution x. At first, machine with the longest finish time is selected. Then, an operation is chosen
from this machine randomly. This operation will be substituted by the previous operation in the
given solution x. If it is not feasible in respect of FJSP constraints, the selected operation will be
substituted by the next operation. Solution x will change into xols by applying this local search.

3.3 Solution selection

This part updates best solution xopt by evaluating the resulted solution xpr, xmls and xols and choosing
the best solution in each iteration.

xopt = best{xpr, xmls, xols} (2)
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Table 2: FJSP BRdata instances by [3] . (Available on http://www.idsia.ch/ monaldo/fjsp.html.

dataset njob nmac nop meq proc

mk1 10 6 5-7 3 1-7
mk2 10 6 5-7 6 1-7
mk3 15 8 10-10 5 1-20
mk4 15 8 3-10 3 1-10
mk5 15 4 5-10 2 5-10
mk6 10 15 15-15 5 1-10
mk7 20 5 5-5 5 1-20
mk8 20 10 5-10 2 5-10
mk9 20 10 10-15 5 5-10
mk10 20 15 10-15 5 5-20

Table 3: FJSP Kacem data [13] .

dataset njob nmac tnop

Instance1 4 5 12
Instance2 10 7 29
Instance3 10 10 30
Instance4 15 10 56

in Equation 2, xpr is resulted from path-relinking, xmls in obtains by local search on machines and
xols is resulted from local search on operations.

4 Evaluation

This section describes the implementation and evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The proposed
algorithm is applied on some famous datasets. Then, the resulted makespan is compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms.

4.1 Dataset

There are two common popular datasets which are used to evaluate FJSP. The first dataset consists
of 15 test problems from Brandimarte in 1993 [3]. The data was randomly generated using a uniform
distribution between given limits. The number of jobs ranges from 10 to 30, the number of machines
ranges from 4 to 15 and the number of operations for each job ranges from 3 to 15. Table 2 shows the
details of this dataset. In this dataset, njob is the number of jobs, nmac is the number of machines, nop
is the number of operations per job which varies between a minimum and a maximum values, meq is the
number of equal machines and proc is the processing time per operation that varies between a minimum
and maximum values [3]. The problem dimension can be seen by njob×nmac×nop. According to Table
2, mk9 and mk10 have the largest dimensions. In this dataset, mk1 is the simplest and mk10 is the most
complicated problem.

Second dataset is Kacem data. Kacem et al. designed four instances for the FJSP with total flexibility
and varying numbers of operations per job [13]. An overview of the four instances is provided in Table
3. In this dataset, tnop indicates the total number of operations.

4.2 Evaluation metric

In order to conduct the experiments, the proposed algorithm is implemented in Matlab application.
Assume τi(mi) is the idle time of machine mi and τc(mi) is the time that machine mi was performing
related operations. In addition, Ti is the needed time for machine mi to complete its process.
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Ti will be obtain by Equation 3.
Ti = τi(mi) + τc(mi) (3)

The maximum of set {T1, T2, . . . , Tm} is the total makespan.

makespan = max{T1, T2, . . . , Tm} (4)

In Equation 4 , m is the number of machines .

4.3 Computational results

This section describes the experimental tests used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed path-
relinking algorithm.

At first, the quality of initial solutions will be examined. In this study, the parameter α is proposed as
a heuristic to select a high priority machine to perform an operation. An experiment has been applied to
show the effect of the proposed α on initializing solutions. This experiment contains calculating makespan
by creating new solutions using the proposed α and comparing the results with the other state-of-the-art
algorithms. Different algorithms create initial solutions using different structures. In this experiment,
the methods of [1](VNS) and [19](TSPCB) are used to compare with the proposed heuristic, α.

Table 4 reports a comparison on obtained makespans by use of different initializing methods. First
column displays the name of each datasets and the other columns show the average makespan of 100
times applying the proposed heuristic α, [1] and [19], respectively. Also, figure 6 shows the effectiveness
of the proposed α on makespan.

Table 4: Mean makespan of initial solutions on BRdata

dataset by proposed α [1] [19]

mk1 58.82 91.88 72.54
mk2 43.33 84.25 70.35
mk3 246.31 500.62 409.24
mk4 106.99 149.44 124.35
mk5 253.59 331.86 300.89
mk6 109.29 245.76 189.23
mk7 232.71 375.28 325.89
mk8 624.75 862.99 829.4
mk9 489.75 735.33 652.76
mk10 356.52 652.87 564.87
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Figure 6: Mean makespan of the initial solutions on BRdata.

As it can be seen, the proposed heuristic is able to generate better initialized solutions which can
make the process of reaching final solution faster.
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After finding the best setups for the used local searches in proposed αPaRT, results obtained from
αPaRT is compared with three other methods: VNS [1], GA [25] and TSPCB [19].

The non-deterministic nature of these algorithms made it necessary to carry out multiple runs on
the same problem instance in order to obtain reasonable results. For each problem, the best solution is
selected after fifty runs of the algorithms. Finally, the best solution for each instances is selected. in
addition, for the proposed αPaRT and VNS the worst and average makespans are also reported in Table
5.

Table 5: Comparison of the makespan resulted from the proposed method (αPaRT) and the others.

Dataset Proposed αPaRT method VNS GA TSPCB
best worst mean best worst mean

mk1 40 42 40.8 40 42 40.9 40 40
mk2 26 31 27.2 26 32 27.6 26 26
mk3 204 204 204 204 204 204 204 204
mk4 60 65 61 60 64 61.4 60 62
mk5 172 175 173 173 176 174.5 173 172

BRdata mk6 59 62 59.9 60 68 62 63 65
mk7 139 141 139.9 140 142 140.8 139 140
mk8 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 523
mk9 307 310 307.6 307 312 309.9 311 310

mk10 204 210 206.4 207 215 209.5 212 214

Instance2 14 14 14 14 14 14 - -
Kacem data Instance3 7 7 7 7 7 7 - -

Instance4 11 12 11.7 12 12 12 - -

In general, Table 5 indicates the proposed αPaRT is at least as good as the other methods in all cases
(results on Kacemdata are not reported by some of studies). Turning to details, the proposed αPaRT
gives the best makespan in instances mk06 and mk10 among the other three algorithms listed. Besides,
with regard to Table 5, it is apparent that the proposed αPaRT have better average makespan than VNS
in all cases. It should be noticed that because of lack of information about the results of GA and TSPCB,
the worst and average of them are neglected.

Furthermore, the best, worst and average makespans of the resulted non-dominated solutions, which
were reported in appendix of paper [11] for BRdata, are shown in Table 6. With regard to Table
6, in a single-objective perspective, PaRT has achieved much better makespans in comparison with
PRMOTS+IS.

Table 6: The best, worst and average makespans

Dataset αPaRT PRMOTS+IS[11]
best worst mean best worst mean

mk1 40 42 40.8 40 45 41.8
mk2 26 31 27.2 27 33 29
mk3 204 204 204 204 330 260.9
mk4 60 65 61 63 146 85.2
mk5 172 175 173 174 209 174.1

BRdata mk6 59 62 59.9 63 106 77.7
mk7 139 141 139.9 141 217 158.1
mk8 523 523 523 523 587 551.8
mk9 307 310 307.6 310 310 454
mk10 204 210 206.4 222 210 308

Moreover, to evaluate the time complexity, a comparison of the proposed αPaRT and VNS is reported
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in Table 7. In this comparison, for each instance of the dataset, running of the proposed αPaRT is
terminated when it reaches to VNS result.

Table 7: Time comparison of the running proposed αPaRT method and VNS

VNS αPaRT
dataset instance makespan time(s) makespan time(s) improvement

mk1 40 87.2 40 70.3 24%
mk2 26 5173.1 26 5170.7 0.4%
mk3 204 68 204 1.5 4400%
mk4 60 11442 60 11233 1.8%
mk5 173 11546 173 11517 0.2%

BRdata mk6 59 12666 59 12087 4%
mk7 140 11031 140 11002 0.2%
mk8 523 86.9 523 70.2 23%
mk9 307 72142 307 71154 1.3%
mk10 207 12602 207 11577 8%

Instance2 14 216.9 14 194.2 11%
Kacemdata Instance3 7 4786.7 7 4657.2 2.7%

Instance4 12 7545.4 12 7502.3 0.5%

Computational results in Table 7 show that almost in all cases the proposed αPaRT algorithm could
achieve the same solutions faster than the VNS algorithm.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces a path-relinking search algorithm for the flexible job-shop scheduling problem.
Minimization of makespan is considered as the objective function. This algorithm uses a random-greedy
structure to create initial solutions. Then, path-relinking and tabu search methods are applied to obtain
near-optimal solutions. Finally, the proposed algorithm is tested on BRdata introduced in [3] and Kacem
data presented in [12]. The computational results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves
improvements compared to VNS, GA and TSPCB. These improvements include lower average makespan
in comparison with VNS almost in all cases and also the lower or at least equal amount of best makespan
compared to GA and TSPCB in all instances. Additionally, it is revealed that the proposed method is
much faster than VNS.

There are some directions for future works. Path-relinking may be used as a part of an evolutionary
algorithm. Another interesting direction would be the evaluation of the proposed method in a multi-
objective problem. for example in FJSP, makespan, tardiness, workload or energy could be considered
as objectives.
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